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HOW IT WORKS

1. You are assigned a flower store line in our system, containing popular sympathy arrangements.

2. Your admin access allows you to review and set your own prices, change your product line, and set your store hours so the system cuts off ordering when you are no longer able to fill pieces.

3. When orders are placed at the funeral home website, the order will be transmitted to you by one or more of the following: email, fax, SMS text message, and voice telephone notification.

4. You can check orders, manage products, view payment statements, and change your notification preferences at any time by logging on to our system.

PAYMENTS

• Payment is remitted for a given month’s orders at the end of that month. Payment can be supplied by paper check or ACH directly to your bank account.

• You receive 100% of the price that you set in the system.

• You receive 100% of the delivery fee that you set in the system.

• We collect and remit sales taxes and pay all credit card fees.

• Our system sets the retail price of each item, based on our sales margin and the price that you set for your products.

• We aim to offer free delivery to the funeral home, as this increases order volume. You can increase your product prices to offset this, as needed. Your delivery fee is automatically collected for orders to be sent to locations other than the funeral home (such as a church, home or office location).

Go to cfsorders.com to manage your store line
CFS SYMPATHY LINE

VASE ARRANGEMENTS

Loving Roses

Flowers:
• 6 stems yellow roses
• 6 stems pink roses
• 6 stems red roses
• 6 stems white roses

Greenery:
• 5 stems sperengi

Hard Goods:
• Glass gathering vase

Memory Lane

Flowers:
• 2 stems white hydrangea
• 8 stems pink roses
• 5 stems pink spray roses
• 4 stems cherry blossoms
• 6 stems variegated purple daisies

Greenery:
• 3 stems Italian Ruscus

Hard Goods:
• 10" rose vase

Deepest Devotion

Flowers:
• 2 stems mini green hydrangea
• 12 stems red roses
• 6 stems green button mums

Greenery:
• 8 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• Glass gathering vase

Photos shown represent the lowest price
VASE ARRANGEMENTS

CFS SYMPATHY LINE

Spring’s Grace

Flowers:
• 3 stems blue & yellow hydrangea
• 6 stems pink roses
• 6 stems variegated purple daisies

Greenery:
• 6 stems sperengi

Hard Goods:
• 4” tall glass vase

Autumn Morning

Flowers:
• 4 stems white roses
• 3 stems red gerbera daisies
• 5 stems alstroemeria
• 3 stems bupleurum
• 5 stems solidago

Greenery:
• 8 stems leather leaf
• 2 spotted aspidistra leaf

Hard Goods:
• 5” cylinder vase

Summer Memories

Flowers:
• 3 stems pink snapdragons
• 3 stems light pink stock
• 6 stems pink carnations
• 3 stems pink stargazer lilies
• 6 stems solidago
• 6 stems yellow roses

Greenery:
• 5 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 10” glass vase

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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Cottage Garden

Flowers:
• 3 stems white hydrangea
• 6 stems pink gerbera daisies
• 4 stems white Asiatic lilies
• 4 stems pink stock
• 6 stems bupleurum
• 4 stems pink lisianthus

Greenery:
• 6 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• Glass gathering vase

A Dream in Pink

Flowers:
• 5 stems pink Asiatic lilies
• 5 stems pink roses
• 6 stems white aster

Greenery:
• 4 stems leather leaf
• 4 stems tree fern

Hard Goods:
• 5” cylinder vase

Down By the Meadow

Flowers:
• 2 stems pink Asiatic lilies
• 6 stems pink roses
• 8 stems white carnations
• 4 stems light pink larkspur

Greenery:
• 6 stems leather leaf
• 2 stems curly willow

Hard Goods:
• 10” rose vase
VASE ARRANGEMENTS

Open Skies
Flowers:
• 3 stems blue hydrangea
• 3 stems purple gladiolus
• 3 stems purple larkspur
• 6 stems pink roses
• 2 stems pink stargazer lilies
• 6 stems purple aster

Greenery:
• None

Hard Goods:
• 8” slender gathering vase

Roses are Red
Flowers:
• 12 stems red roses
• 5 stems baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 5 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 10” rose vase

Roses are Red Deluxe
Flowers:
• 24 stems red roses
• 5 stems baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 8 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 10” rose vase
CFS SYMPATHY LINE

VASE ARRANGEMENTS

Star Gazing

Flowers:
• 3 stems blue hydrangea
• 5 stems white delphinium
• 6 stems white roses
• 4 stems white carnations
• 4 stems white stargazer lilies

Greenery:
• 6 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 10” rose vase

Forest Fresh

Flowers:
• 8 stems white gladiolus

Greenery:
• 6 stems Italian Ruscus
• 6 stems tree fern

Hard Goods:
• Glass gathering vase

Tender Thoughts

Flowers:
• 4 stems white roses
• 4 stems white carnations
• 3 stems white stock
• 3 stems bells of Ireland

Greenery:
• 3 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 5” cylinder vase

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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CFS SYMPATHY LINE

VASE ARRANGEMENTS

A Tranquil Light

Flowers:
• 3 stems white hydrangea
• 4 stems white Asiatic lilies
• 5 stems white roses
• 5 stems white stock

Greenery:
• 4 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 4” tall vase

Grand Gesture

Flowers:
• 24 stems white roses
• 10 stems baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• Glass gathering vase

A Little Bit of Sunshine

Flowers:
• 3 stems sunflowers
• 2 stems solidago
• 3 stems white roses

Greenery:
• 4 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 5” cylinder vase

Photos shown represent the lowest price
**A Touch of Gold**

**Flowers:**
- 8 stems white snapdragons
- 5 stems yellow gladiolus
- 8 stems yellow roses
- 4 stems baby’s breath

**Greenery:**
- 4 stems leather leaf
- 4 stems tree fern

**Hard Goods:**
- Glass gathering vase

**Dearest Friend**

**Flowers:**
- 6 stems yellow gerbera daisies
- 3 stems white Asiatic lilies
- 5 stems white gladiolus
- 4 stems solidago
- 3 stems bupleurum
- 3 stems white hydrangea

**Greenery:**
- 4 stems leather leaf

**Hard Goods:**
- Glass gathering vase

**Jade Joy**

**Flowers:**
- 3 stems solidago
- 9 stems light green roses
- 5 stems light green mini hydrangea

**Greenery:**
- 4 stems pittosporum

**Hard Goods:**
- 5” x 5” square vase

*Photos shown represent the lowest price*
VASE ARRANGEMENTS

Well Wishes

Flowers:
• 9 stems white stock
• 8 stems yellow roses
• 5 stems yellow Asiatic lilies
• 6 stems yellow button mums
• 5 stems solidago

Greenery:
• 8 stems salal leaves

Hard Goods:
• 10” tapered flower vase

Blissful Blossoms

Flowers:
• 3 stems white hydrangea
• 6 stems white spider mums
• 5 stems pink roses
• 8 stems white roses
• 10 stems light pink stock
• 4 stems matsumoto aster

Greenery:
• None

Hard Goods:
• 11” spring garden vase

Down By the Sea

Flowers:
• 5 stems blue delphinium
• 8 stems white aster
• 10 stems white tulips
• 3 stems blue hydrangea

Greenery:
• 4 stems dusty miller

Hard Goods:
• 7” silver pot

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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CFS SYMPATHY LINE

VASE ARRANGEMENTS

**Midsummer Blooms**

**Flowers:**
- 3 stems white hydrangea
- 5 stems pink roses
- 4 stems white peonies
- 4 stems pink calla lilies
- 7 stems purple carnations

**Greenery:**
- 2 stems silver dollar eucalyptus
- 5 stems dusty miller

**Hard Goods:**
- 6” cube vase

**Purple Radiance**

**Flowers:**
- 7 stems pink pompom mums
- 6 stems purple stock
- 7 stems pink roses

**Greenery:**
- None

**Hard Goods:**
- 4” x 6.5” square vase

**Rainbow of Love**

**Flowers:**
- 3 stems green hydrangea
- 5 stems orange calla lilies
- 4 stems purple stock

**Greenery:**
- 5 stems pink hypericum berries

**Hard Goods:**
- 4” tall glass vase

*Photos shown represent the lowest price*
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VASE ARRANGEMENTS

Twenty Tulips

Flowers:
- 10 stems pink tulips
- 10 stems purple tulips

Greenery:
- None

Hard Goods:
- 10” rose vase

Petals Aglow

Flowers:
- 3 stems dark pink roses
- 3 stems red roses
- 3 stems orange roses

Greenery:
- 5 stems red hypericum berries
- 6 pieces of lily grass (lining the bowl)

Hard Goods:
- 6” bubble bowl
CFS SYMPATHY LINE

FLOWER BASKETS

Spring’s Bounty Basket

**Flowers:**
- 3 stems pink snapdragons
- 2 stems pink stargazer lilies
- 6 stems pink carnations
- 5 stems yellow roses
- 6 stems blue delphinium

**Greenery:**
- 4 stems leather leaf

**Hard Goods:**
- White willow basket

Among the Clouds Basket

**Flowers:**
- 7 stems white snapdragons
- 9 stems white roses
- 9 stems white carnations

**Greenery:**
- 5 stems leather leaf
- 4 stems tree fern

**Hard Goods:**
- Wicker basket
- 2 blocks Oasis

Monet's Garden Basket

**Flowers:**
- 1 stem cherry blossoms
- 6 stems pink roses
- 4 stems white daisies
- 3 stems white hydrangea

**Greenery:**
- 3 stems leather leaf

**Hard Goods:**
- White basket
- 2 blocks Oasis

Photos shown represent the lowest price
CFS SYMPATHY LINE

FLOWER BASKETS

Summer Glory Fireside Basket

**Flowers:**
- 9 stems liatris
- 8 stems yellow gerbera daisies
- 12 stems orange carnations
- 13 stems orange roses

**Greenery:**
- 4 stems leather leaf
- 8 stems emerald
- 18 stems red hypericum berries

**Hard Goods:**
- Fireside basket
- 1 block Oasis
- Lomey dish

Everlasting Sympathy Fireside Basket

**Flowers:**
- 10 stems white gladiolus
- 8 stems white stock

**Greenery:**
- 12 stems leather leaf
- 7 stems emerald

**Hard Goods:**
- Fireside basket
- 1 block Oasis
- Lomey dish

Fields of Ireland Fireside Basket

**Flowers:**
- 7 stems white gladiolus
- 8 stems bells of Ireland
- 7 stems white gerbera daisies
- 7 stems white roses

**Greenery:**
- 12 stems leather leaf

**Hard Goods:**
- Fireside basket
- 1 block Oasis
- Lomey dish

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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CFS SYMPATHY LINE

FLOWER BASKETS

Cottage Garden Fireside Basket

Flowers:
• 4 stems white stock
• 5 stems light pink gerbera daisies
• 6 stems mauve lisianthus stems

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf
• 5 stems variegated pittosporum

Hard Goods:
• Fireside basket
• 1 block Oasis
• Lomey dish

Country Meadow Fireside Basket

Flowers:
• 2 stems blue hydrangea
• 10 stems pink roses
• 8 stems purple daisies
• 7 stems purple dendrobium orchids

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf
• 4 stems sperengi

Hard Goods:
• Fireside basket
• 1 block Oasis
• Lomey dish

Island Dreams Fireside Basket

Flowers:
• 3 stems pincushion protea
• 3 stems birds of paradise
• 7 stems green dendrobium orchids
• 6 stems ginger

Greenery:
• 2 stems monstera leaves
• 6 stems leather leaf
• 2 stems curly willow

Hard Goods:
• Fireside basket
• 1 block Oasis
• Lomey dish

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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Loving Thoughts Fireside Basket

Flowers:
• 10 stems pink roses
• 11 stems light pink carnations
• 7 stems purple gladiolus

Greenery:
• 12 stems leather leaf
• 5 stems larkspur

Hard Goods:
• Fireside basket
• 1 block Oasis
• Lomey dish

Striking Elegance Basket

Flowers:
• 18 stems pink gladiolus

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• Rectangular halo basket
• 1 block Oasis

Sweet Comfort Basket

Flowers:
• 7 stems liatris
• 9 stems yellow roses
• 10 stems light pink carnations
• 5 stems white daisies

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf
• 6 stems trimmed emerald

Hard Goods:
• Rectangular halo basket
• 1 block Oasis
Always Here Basket

Flowers:
- 7 stems pink gladiolus
- 4 stems white stock
- 13 stems pink roses
- 8 stems white carnations

Greenery:
- 10 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
- Rectangular halo basket
- 2 blocks Oasis

Tradition and Splendor Basket

Flowers:
- 12 stems white carnations
- 24 stems red roses

Greenery:
- 12 stems leather leaf
- 6 stems trimmed emerald

Hard Goods:
- Rectangular halo basket
- 1 block Oasis
- Red satin ribbon

Lifelong Memories Basket

Flowers:
- 5 stems white stock
- 22 stems white roses
- 6 stems white dendrobium orchid

Greenery:
- 5 stems leather leaf
- 9 stems trimmed emerald

Hard Goods:
- Rectangular halo basket
- 1 block Oasis

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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CFS SYMPATHY LINE

FLOWER BASKETS

Ruby Radiance

Flowers:
• 5 stems ginger
• 13 stems red roses

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf
• 5 stems aspidistra

Hard Goods:
• Rectangular halo basket
• 1 block Oasis

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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**Eternal Faith**

**Flowers:**
- 24 blooms white mums
- 3 stems white Asiatic lilies
- 5 stems white roses

**Greenery:**
- 5 stems variegated pittosporum

**Hard Goods:**
- 36” Oasis cross

---

**Loving Cross**

**Flowers:**
- 4 bunches white carnations
- 14 stems red roses

**Greenery:**
- 7 aspidistra leaves
- 2 stems Italian ruscus

**Hard Goods:**
- 30” Cross Mache

---

**Cherished Cross**

**Flowers:**
- 24 White Chrysanthemum
- 4 stems Italian Ruscus
- 7 Yellow Roses

**Greenery:**
- 5 stems Variegated pittosporum

**Hard Goods:**
- 36” Oasis cross
CFS SYMPATHY LINE

WREATHS & SPECIALTY SPRAYS

Blessed Cross

Flowers:
• 4 bunches white carnations
• 6 yellow mini calla lilies
• 6 stems yellow spray roses

Greenery:
• 7 aspidistra leaves
• 2 stems Italian ruscus

Hard Goods:
• 30” cross mache

Colorful Serenity

Flowers:
• 5 stems white Asiatic lilies
• 14 stems pink roses
• 10 stems pink gladiolus

Greenery:
• 12 stems leather leaf
• 14 stems larkspur

Hard Goods:
• Spray bar
• Wire easel

Comforting Wishes

Flowers:
• 20 stems orange roses
• 8 stems bells of Ireland
• 8 stems orange gladiolus
• 12 stems white stock

Greenery:
• 12 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• Spray bar
• Wire easel
CFS SYMPATHY LINE
WREATHS & SPECIALTY SPRAYS

Glorious Sunset
Flowers:
• 14 stems orange roses
• 12 stems bells of Ireland
• 9 stems pink gladiolus

Greenery:
• 12 stems leather leaf
• 5 rolled aspidistra leaves

Hard Goods:
• Spray bar
• Wire easel

A Lavender Dream
Flowers:
• 4 stems purple hydrangea
• 13 stems purple roses
• 10 stems white gladiolus
• 8 stems purple dendrobium orchids

Greenery:
• 12 stems leather leaf
• 2 stems curly willow

Hard Goods:
• Spray bar
• Wooden easel

Deepest Love
Flowers:
• 25 stems red roses
• 18 stems bells of Ireland

Greenery:
• 12 stems leather leaf
• 5 rolled aspidistra leaves

Hard Goods:
• Spray bar
• Wooden easel

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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CFS SYMPATHY LINE

WREATHS & SPECIALTY SPRAYS

Sincerest Thoughts

Flowers:
• 16 stems white carnations
• 8 stems white roses
• 5 stems bells of Ireland
• 5 stems white gladiolus
• 10 stems white aster

Greenery:
• 12 stems leather leaf
• 9 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
• Spray bar
• Wire easel

Peace and Comfort

Flowers:
• 13 stems white roses
• 12 stems white carnations
• 12 stems white stock
• 9 stems white dendrobium orchids

Greenery:
• 8 stems emerald
• 12 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• Spray bar
• Wire easel

Streaks of Sunshine

Flowers:
• 3 stems white hydrangea
• 5 stems yellow gladiolus
• 3 stems bells of Ireland
• 3 stems yellow calla lilies
• 8 stems yellow roses

Greenery:
• 10 aspidistra leaves
• 10 stems Italian ruscus

Hard Goods:
• Spray bar
• Wire easel

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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WREATHS & SPECIALTY SPRAYS

Flower Fields

Flowers:
• 16 stems yellow roses
• 4 stems purple hydrangea
• 8 stems white delphinium
• 8 stems yellow gladiolus

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf
• 4 rolled aspidistra leaves

Hard Goods:
• Spray bar
• Wire easel

Compassion

Flowers:
• 36 stems white carnations
• 12 stems red roses
• 5 stems baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 8 stems salal leaves

Pretty in Pink

Flowers:
• 20 stems pink carnations
• 3 stems pink Asiatic lilies
• 5 stems light pink stock

Greenery:
• 4 stems leather leaf
• 4 stems variegated pittosporum

Hard Goods:
• 18” open heart wreath
• Wire easel

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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**From the Heart**

**Flowers:**
- 8 stems white spider mums
- 6 stems white roses
- 4 stems spray white roses
- 16 stems white carnations

**Greenery:**
- 6 stems leather leaf

**Hard Goods:**
- 18” mache open heart
- Wire easel

---

**Golden Love**

**Flowers:**
- 7 stems yellow roses
- 6 stems white mini carnations
- 3 stems sunflowers
- 6 stems yellow daisies
- 3 stems solidago

**Greenery:**
- 6 stems Italian ruscus
- 3 stems variegated pittosporum
- 3 stems seeded eucalyptus

**Hard Goods:**
- 18” mache open heart
- Wire easel

---

**Evening Skies**

**Flowers:**
- 10 stems orange roses
- 8 stems yellow roses
- 11 stems purple roses
- 10 stems white roses

**Greenery:**
- 6 stems leather leaf

**Hard Goods:**
- 24” round wreath
- Wooden easel
CFS SYMPATHY LINE
WREATHS & SPECIALTY SPRAYS

Amber Awe

Flowers:
• 20 stems orange roses
• 14 stems orange carnations
• 4 stems purple statice

Greenery:
• 6 stems red hypericum berries
• 6 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 18” round wreath
• Wire easel

Secret Garden

Flowers:
• 4 stems light pink stock
• 6 stems pink Asiatic lilies
• 12 stems pink carnations
• 5 stems white roses
• 5 stems white spray roses

Greenery:
• 6 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 18” round wreath
• Wire easel

Ring of Roses

Flowers:
• 40 stems red roses
• 8 stems baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 6 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 18” round wreath
• Wooden easel
CFS SYMPATHY LINE

WREATHS & SPECIALTY SPRAYS

Softness and Love

Flowers:
• 5 stems white Asiatic lilies
• 24 stems red roses
• 3 stems baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 6 stems leather leaf
• 6 stems variegated pittosporum

Hard Goods:
• 18” round wreath
• Wooden easel

Honor and Duty

Flowers:
• 22 stems red roses
• 13 stems white carnations
• 3 stems white aster
• 5 stems blue delphinium

Greenery:
• 6 stems leather leaf
• 6 stems variegated pittosporum

Hard Goods:
• 18” round wreath
• Wire easel

Honoring the Brave

Flowers:
• 20 stems red carnations
• 16 stems white daisies
• 6 stems blue delphinium

Greenery:
• 6 stems leather leaf
• 6 stems variegated pittosporum

Hard Goods:
• 18” round wreath
• Wooden easel

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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CFS SYMPATHY LINE

WREATHS & SPECIALTY SPRAYS

A True Hero

**Flowers:**
- 5 stems blue delphinium
- 36 stems red carnations
- 3 stems white Asiatic lilies

**Greenery:**
- 8 stems Italian ruscus

**Hard Goods:**
- 18” round wreath
- Wooden easel

---

Forever at Peace

**Flowers:**
- 10 stems white spider mums
- 6 stems baby’s breath
- 15 stems white roses
- 36 stems white carnations

**Greenery:**
- 6 stems leather leaf

**Hard Goods:**
- 22” round wreath
- Wooden easel

---

Here With You

**Flowers:**
- 18 stems white carnations
- 3 stems baby’s breath
- 15 white roses

**Greenery:**
- 6 stems leather leaf

**Hard Goods:**
- 18” round wreath
- Wire easel

*Photos shown represent the lowest price*
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CFS SYMPATHY LINE

WREATHS & SPECIALTY SPRAYS

Snowy Montain

Flowers:
• 12 stems white roses
• 2 stems blue hydrangea
• 18 stems white carnations
• 3 stems blue delphinium
• 4 stems white aster

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 18” round wreath
• Wire easel

Grandmother’s Garden Remembered Wreath

Flowers:
• 13 stems white daisies

Greenery:
• 6 stems leather leaf
• 6 stems variegated pittosporum

Hard Goods:
• 18” Oasis wreath
• Wooden easel

Roses All Around

Flowers:
• 40 stems white roses
• 8 stems baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 12 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 22” round wreath
• Wooden easel

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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Nothing but Sunshine

Flowers:
- 3 bunches yellow daisies

Greenery:
- 6 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
- 22” Oasis wreath
- Wooden easel

Sweet Honey

Flowers:
- 5 stems yellow sunflowers
- 5 stems yellow daisies
- 6 stems yellow roses
- 5 stems white spray roses

Greenery:
- 5 stems leather leaf
- 2 stems seeded eucalyptus

Hard Goods:
- 18” round wreath
- Wooden easel

Joyous Love

Flowers:
- 3 stems purple hydrangea
- 12 stems yellow roses
- 6 stems yellow spray roses
- 2 stems blue hydrangea
- 6 stems yellow open gladiolus blooms

Greenery:
- 8 stems aspidistra leaves

Hard Goods:
- 18” square wreath
- Wooden easel

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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CASKET SPRAYS

CFS SYMPATHY LINE

Rose Radiance

Flowers:
• 48 stems red roses

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf
• 12 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
• Full couch casket saddle
• 3 blocks Oasis

Elegant Amber

Flowers:
• 36 stems orange roses

Greenery:
• 5 stems seeded eucalyptus
• 8 stems emerald
• 10 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis

Autumn Harvest

Flowers:
• 7 stems sunflowers
• 15 stems orange roses
• 10 stems liatris
• 12 stems orange carnations
• 5 stems purple statice

Greenery:
• 8 stems red hypericum berries
• 5 stems seeded eucalyptus

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis
CFS SYMPATHY LINE

CASKET SPRAYS

Truly Pink

Flowers:
• 36 stems pink roses

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf
• 10 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis

Sights of Spring

Flowers:
• 12 stems pink roses
• 7 stems pink Asiatic lilies
• 8 stems pink larkspur
• 9 stems white snapdragons
• 12 stems white carnations

Greenery:
• 10 stems emerald
• 8 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis

Scents of Heaven

Flowers:
• 8 stems purple spider mums
• 10 stems purple stock
• 12 stems lavender roses

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf
• 14 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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CASKET SPRAYS

CFS SYMPATHY LINE

Loving Memories

Flowers:
• 36 stems red carnations
• 8 stems baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf
• 12 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis

Ruby Perfection

Flowers:
• 36 stems red roses

Greenery:
• 5 stems leather leaf
• 14 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis

Ruby Perfection Deluxe

Flowers:
• 36 stems red roses
• 6 stems baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf
• 14 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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CFS SYMPATHY LINE

CASKET SPRAYS

Diamond Devotion

Flowers:
• 36 stems white carnations

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf
• 12 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis

Diamond Devotion Deluxe

Flowers:
• 36 stems white carnations
• 6 stems baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 10 stems leather leaf
• 12 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis

Home Again

Flowers:
• 28 stems white roses
• 12 stems white spider mums
• 12 stems white stock

Greenery:
• 12 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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CASKET SPRAYS

CFS SYMPATHY LINE

Purest Petals

Flowers:
• 48 stems white roses

Greenery:
• 12 stems leather leaf
• 12 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
• 12 stems emerald

Bright Thoughts and Memories

Flowers:
• 24 stems red carnations
• 24 stems yellow roses
• 6 stems baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 12 stems leather leaf
• 12 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis

Bright Thoughts and Memories Deluxe

Flowers:
• 24 stems red carnations
• 24 stems yellow roses
• 6 stems baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 12 stems leather leaf
• 12 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis
• Red satin ribbon

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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CFS SYMPATHY LINE
CASKET SPRAYS

Country Scents

- Flowers:
  - 28 stems white carnations
  - 24 stems yellow roses
  - 6 stems baby’s breath

- Greenery:
  - 10 stems leather leaf
  - 10 stems emerald

- Hard Goods:
  - Half couch casket saddle
  - 2 blocks Oasis

Ornate Orchid Spray

- Flowers:
  - 8 stems white dendrobium orchids
  - 8 stems white Asiatic lilies
  - 24 stems yellow roses

- Greenery:
  - 10 stems leather leaf
  - 14 stems emerald

- Hard Goods:
  - Half couch casket saddle
  - 2 blocks Oasis

Exalted Emeralds and Rubies

- Flowers:
  - 24 red roses
  - 12 stems green dendrobium orchids
  - 12 stems green button mums

- Greenery:
  - 12 stems leather leaf
  - 12 aspidistra leaves

- Hard Goods:
  - Half couch casket saddle
  - 2 blocks Oasis

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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CASKET SPRAYS

Tropical Summer

Flowers:
• 4 stems birds of paradise
• 8 stems yellow roses
• 5 stems pincushion protea
• 7 stems purple dendrobium orchids
• 3 stems ginger

Greenery:
• 5 stems sago palm
• 4 aspidistra leaves
• 8 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• Half couch casket saddle
• 2 blocks Oasis
CFS SYMPATHY LINE

FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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Simplicity Candle Centerpiece

Flowers:
• 10 stems white carnations
• 4 stems white daisies
• 4 stems white waxflowers
• 2 stems baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 8 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 2 white 18” taper candles
• 8 1/2” round designer tray
• 1 block Oasis

Mauve Memories

Flowers:
• 4 stems light pink stock
• 6 stems white carnations
• 6 stems mauve lisianthus

Greenery:
• 3 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 3”x9” pillar candle
• 3”x6” pillar candle
• 3”x3” pillar candle
• 2 blocks Oasis
• Clear lomey dish
• 11” round designer tray
• 3 candle holders, 3”

Guiding Light Centerpiece

Flowers:
• 3 stems white Asiatic lilies
• 8 stems pink carnations
• 8 stems mauve lisianthus

Greenery:
• 8 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• 2 white 18” taper candles
• 8 1/2” round designer tray
• 1 block Oasis
FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Loving Embrace

Flowers:
- 7 stems pink gladiolus
- 8 stems pink roses
- 12 stems purple larkspur
- 5 stems pink Asiatic lilies

Greenery:
- 10 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
- Oval boat pot
- 2 blocks Oasis

Blooming Blues

Flowers:
- 8 stems purple iris
- 5 stems white roses
- 5 stems light blue candlestick delphinium
- 10 stems white carnations
- 5 stems white stock

Greenery:
- 6 stems trimmed emerald

Hard Goods:
- 8” x 6.5” fluted plastic vase
- 2 blocks Oasis

Lifting Light

Flowers:
- 18 stems white roses
- 8 stems bells of Ireland
- 8 stems white aster
- 5 stems white snapdragons

Greenery:
- 10 stems leather leaf
- 5 stems emerald

Hard Goods:
- Oval boat pot
- 2 blocks Oasis

Photos shown represent the lowest price
FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Healing Touch

Flowers:
- 6 stems bells of Ireland
- 5 stems white candlestick delphinium
- 10 stems white carnations
- 12 stems light green roses

Greenery:
- 10 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
- 8" x 6.5" fluted plastic vase
- 2 blocks Oasis

Summer Bells

Flowers:
- 6 stems yellow gladiolus
- 7 stems bells of Ireland
- 12 stems yellow roses

Greenery:
- 10 stems leather leaf

Hard Goods:
- 8" x 6.5" fluted plastic vase
- 2 blocks Oasis

Angel's Touch Cross

Flowers:
- 3 blooms white spray roses
- 1 bloom baby’s breath

Greenery:
- 1 stem leather leaf

Hard Goods:
- Cross satin pillow
- 1 yard white satin ribbon

Photos shown represent the lowest price
FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Forever in Our Hearts

Flowers:
• 3 blooms red spray roses
• 1 bloom baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 1 stem leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• Heart satin pillow
• 1 yard red satin ribbon

Always With Us

Flowers:
• 3 blooms white roses
• 1 bloom baby’s breath

Greenery:
• 1 stem leather leaf

Hard Goods:
• Square satin pillow
• 1 yard white satin ribbon

Dear to Us

Flowers:
• 3 blooms light pink roses
• 4 blooms white daisies

Greenery:
• None

Hard Goods:
• Cross satin pillow
• 1 yard white satin ribbon
FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Soft Touch Cross

Flowers:
• 20 blooms white mums
• 20 blooms white daisies

Greenery:
• None

Hard Goods:
• 12” Oasis cross

Never Forgotten

Flowers:
• 4 blooms light pink roses
• 4 blooms white daisies

Greenery:
• None

Hard Goods:
• Square satin pillow
• 1 yard white satin ribbon

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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**CFS SYMPATHY LINE**

**URN WREATHS**

**Summer Glory Wreath**

**Flowers:**
- 7 stems yellow sunflowers
- 8 stems orange roses

**Greenery:**
- 8 stems leather leaf
- 1 stem curly willow
- 12 stems red hypericum berries

**Hard Goods:**
- 12” Oasis ring holder

**Beloved Soul Wreath**

**Flowers:**
- 8 stems pink roses
- 4 stems white stock
- 4 stems baby’s breath

**Greenery:**
- 8 stems leather leaf

**Hard Goods:**
- 12” Oasis ring holder

**Sweet Memories Wreath**

**Flowers:**
- 3 stems pink snapdragons
- 7 stems white roses
- 6 stems pink carnations
- 5 stems pink Asiatic lilies

**Greenery:**
- 6 stems leather leaf

**Hard Goods:**
- 12” Oasis ring holder

*Photos shown represent the lowest price*
**CFS SYMPATHY LINE**

**URN WREATHS**

---

**Eternity Wreath**

**Flowers:**
- 5 stems bells of Ireland
- 3 stems white stock
- 6 stems white carnations
- 12 stems white roses
- 3 stems white aster

**Greenery:**
- 8 stems leather leaf

**Hard Goods:**
- 12” Oasis ring holder

---

**Red and White Elegance Wreath**

**Flowers:**
- 12 stems white roses
- 12 stems red carnations

**Greenery:**
- 6 stems leather leaf

---

**Lovely Lilies Wreath**

**Flowers:**
- 5 blooms white Asiatic lilies
- 2 stems solidago
- 16 blooms yellow daisies

**Greenery:**
- 4 stems leather leaf
- 1 stem seeded eucalyptus

**Hard Goods:**
- 12” Oasis ring holder

*Photos shown represent the lowest price*
CFS SYMPATHY LINE

URN WREATHS

Tropical Scents Wreath

Flowers:
• 4 stems birds of paradise
• 2 stems ginger
• 3 stems pincushion protea
• 3 stems green dendrobium orchids

Greenery:
• 2 stems monstera leaf
• 3 stems Italian ruscus
• 6 stems sperengi

Hard Goods:
• 12” Oasis ring holder

Photos shown represent the lowest price
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FAQ’S

How much should I charge for my pieces?
The stock line is populated with default pricing calculated based on regional rates. We strongly encourage you to adjust your pricing in the portal to ensure that you receive enough to create each piece. You will keep the full amount of the price you set online, with our commission added on top of your set price on the funeral home website.

What if I don’t have the same flowers in stock?
Similar substitutions are allowed in order to maintain the style of the arrangement. The exact recipes are not required to be followed, but each arrangement should be visually similar. Matching color and value is more important than using the exact flowers listed in this book. If you need to decline an order, please contact us as soon as possible.

Do I have to sell all of the pieces in the CFS Sympathy Line?
No. The sympathy line can be fully customized and changed in the portal. You are welcome to suspend or delete products and add your own pieces.

Can I use these photos on my own website?
These images are only for use in the CFS portal and are only available to florists who have joined the CFS program.

What if I need to close my store for a holiday or vacation?
If you need to stop receiving orders for any period of time, please contact us. We can temporarily pause your storeline and send orders to another filling florist.

If you have any other questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Call Us at 888-881-6131
or email info@runcfs.com

Office Hours:
8:00AM - 6:30PM (ET) Monday - Friday
8:00AM - 4:00PM (ET) Saturday